
Android SpeechiTouch UHD - 86''
interactive Touch Screen
Réf. : ST-86-UHD-AND-K-005-SDAS

Interactive touchscreen board SpeechiTouch 86 inches, image
resolution 4K UHD, Android, 20 touchpoints

The new interactive SpeechiTouch board runs on an Android operating
system, which makes it as easy and fast to use as a big touch pad.

Autonomous, complete and intuitive, it is the perfect touchscreen board for
meetings halls and small classrooms.

Configure your interactive board by yourself 

You can also configure your interactive touchscreen board and all its
accessories by yourself.

Fiche technique

Touch Technology Infrared

Supported Operating Systems (OS) Windows, Mac, Linux

Number of simultaneous hits 20 touchpoints

Precision +/- 2mm

Response time 8 ms

Screen diagonal 86"

Display ratio 16 : 9

Brightness 330 cd/m² mini

Viewing angle 179°

Contrast Ratio 4000 : 1

Accessories included Guide de démarrage rapide, clé USB (contient le manuel
d'utilisation), 2 stylets, câble d'alimentation (1.8m), câble HDMI
(3m), câble USB TOUCH (3m), télécommande (piles inclues)

Available sizes 55", 65", 75" et 86"

Display resolution 4K - UHD (3840 x 2160)

Android version Android 7

Android Resolution 1080p

CPU ARM Cortex A73 dual core

GPU Mali 450 x 2

RAM 2 Go

ROM (internal SSD hard drive) 16 Go

Protective glass 4mm MOHS level 7

Loudspeakers 2 x 15W



Connectics 1 x RS-232, 1 x Audio in, 1x Audio out, 2 x Touch, 1 VGA in, 1 x
Ethernet (LAN), 2 x HDMI in, 4 x USB 2.0, 1 x USB 3.0, 1 x AV in,
1x SPDIF

Warranty 3 years

Wifi Clé WiFi disponible en option

Software included Eshare

OPS PC Slot available for an OPS (not supplied)

Product dimensions without packaging (W x H x D) 1957 x 1162 x 89 mm

Net weight (without packaging) 67Kg

VESA (mm / mm) 800 * 400 mm

Stylus 2 stylets passifs (2 pointes différentes)

Display operating system Android (Windows OPS capability)

Compatible operating systems (screen mirroring) Windows / Mac / Linux

Garantie

  Garantie : 3 years carry in warranty. Des extensions de garantie sont disponibles.  

Extensions de garantie disponibles

Warranty: 3 years on-site with assembly / disassembly (86")) 208,00 €

Warranty: 5 years on site with assembly / disassembly (86'') 386,00 €

Warranty : Extension 5 years workshop return (86'') 104,00 €

Description détaillée

A very solid interactive board

Thanks to its aluminium frame and tempered glass, our touchscreen boards are reinforced to withstand daily shocks. Moreover, there
is no maintenance to do and that contributes in increasing the normal lifespan of the interactive board which is 30 years.

A touchscreen board with 20 touchpoints and 40% lighter

The new version of the interactive board has 20 touchpoints (instead of 10) and weighs only 78 kg (arguably the lightest 86" interactive
board on the market). It is easier to install on all walls.

An Android core for a faster use

With their Android core, you can use our interactive boards without having to connect a computer first. Start your presentations in no
time, without having to wait for your PC to start.

Moreover, the Android operating system makes the use of the board smoother and easier, thanks to its gestures recognition feature
similar to that of a tablet.

A Wifi module to create a wireless hotspot

With the Wi-fi card of that range of touchscreen boards, create your personal Wi-fi network and turn your interactive screen into a wi-fi
terminal which other people in the classroom or the meeting hall will connect to.

A SAMBA feature to share your files

With the SAMBA feature, access to external drives on your corporate network and easily share files among collaborators. 

Available in several sizes and resolutions

The interactive board SpeechiTouch is available in different sizes: 55’’, 65’’, 75’’ and 86’’ so you can equip any hall depending on
its capacity. That range of touchscreen boards is exclusively composed of 4K models so to offer you an image resolution of excellent



quality.

Iolaos, a great software for annotation

That software is offered with SpeechiTouch touchscreen boards. The Iolaos toolbar, easily accessible, is obtained by a click on both
sides of your board to annotate all your presentations. The software offers many additional features to enrich your courses: digital
resources, insertion of multimedia contents, writing recognition and many other options. Iolaos will allow you, in just a few steps, to
build a quality presentation on your interactive board and to show it to your audience.
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